
R. C. B. S. GUN AND DIE SHOP

1365 7th AVE. OROVILLE, CALIF

Shell Holders

We are especially glad to announce

that we have available Shell Holders for

the Hollywood, Dunbar, and C-H Presses.

These will be made in five popular sizes

which take a majority of the cases be-

ing reloaded. We have taken particular

pains to make this holder a good fit to

the cartridge head and they work nicely

in the above tools. We will make up,

on special order, other calibers subject

to some delay. We are now tooled up

for some of the large English Rimmed
calibers and can also furnish these for

all popular reloading tools. This new
holder will be number marked and charts

will be available for you to pick out the

light numbered holder for the proper case. Be sure in

ordering to specify caliber, and which tool the holder

is to be used in, because of a different overall length on

\aiious tools. Price $3.00 each!

Shell Holder For

Pacific Tool

Aiou vv> ^liis shell holder line we are furnishing holders

for the Pacific Tool which are made to give best possible

fit to the case head and to the tool. We make approxi-

mately 25 different types which will cover almost every



caliber that is reloaded. Particular attention is being

made to the milling operations in order to give a nice

fit and to assure that the lower slot is lined up with the

slot for the Primer Arm. This gives easier priming and
freedom of the primer arm in the primer arm slot!

We will guarantee that you will pull less rims with
R. C. B. S. Shell Holders! Price $4.25 in all calibers ex-

cepting the .22 Hornet and .222 Rem. which are $4.50

each.

Case Gauges

We manufacture case gauges to

^llgpi check the headspace and overall

^^^^^^^^« length of your fired and resized cases.
matmmmj^^m ^i^^ chambers are cut for minimum

^^^^^^^P headspace and minimum overall

length. To use, you drop a fired case

into this guage and note the amount
of excessive case length that pro-

trudes out of each end of the case.

Your sizing die is then set so that

you give minimum sizing to the case

if desired, or a complete full length

size, if these cases are to be used
in any standard chamber. In custom
loading it gives the loader a chance

> know whether his loaded ammunition will go into a
andard minimum chamber both for headspace and over-

ill length. Trimmer dies can be set by these gauges to

!
rim your cases to minimum overall length. These are
ry useful to Gunsmiths and Custom Loaders and are

need at $4.00 each. Made in all calibers both standai'd

!i(l wildcats which are on our list of calibers.

Sold by


